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Fabric requirements (if you'd like to do a Grandmother's Flower Quilt - you can also do 
some other English Paper Piecing design if you prefer):
Grandmother's Flower Quilts can be scrappy or basic. The fabric requirements are  dependent 
on how many flowers your quilt will have and if you want it to be scrappy or  not. You will need to 
cut 2.5” squares of fabric for all hexagons.  
Helpful tip - 1 fat quarter = 56  2.5” squares.  

The following is to create 1 full flower+connectors. 

Fabric A - Centers  1 Hexagon 
Fabric B - Flower Petals 6 Hexagons 
Fabric C - Flower Coats 12 Hexagons 
Fabric D - Connectors  18 Hexagons 
**Fabric D will decrease in quantities as you connect your flowers together. 

Please have all fabric cut out ahead of time, it’s a huge time saver. 

Sewing Supplies Recommendation: 

~ Paper Pieces 1 inch Hexagons  
~ Tulip Size 9 Piecing Needles  
~ Mettler Metrosene 100% polyester thread -coordinate color based on fabric  
selection.  
~ Contrasting Thread any brand for basting (throw away thread) 
~ Fabric Scissors 
~ Embroidery or Pointed Scissors 
~ Straight Pin 

Other supplies if desired 
~ Clover Clips 
~ Thimble 

I keep all my EPP supplies together in a small bag so I don’t lose anything. 

Pattern -  Grandmother’s Flower Quilt or whatever you prefer. We will discuss 
layout in class.  



Other English Paper Piecing Supply Recommendations: 

If EPP with Diamond, other shapes, and/or fussy cutting the following supplies are very 
useful.  

~ Paper Pieces templates 
~ Acrylic Template (¼” seam allowance) I use this for only fussy cutting fabric 
~ Fabric Glue Pen ( I prefer glue basting on 4 corners or less templates) 
~ Fabric Pen/Pencil - for marking fabric when fussy cutting.  
~ Fabric Scissors  
~ Embroidery or Pointed Scissors  
~ Straight Pin 
~ Tulip Size 9 Piecing Needles  
~ Mettler Metrosene 100% polyester thread -coordinate color based on fabric 
selection.  
~ Clover Clips 
~ Thimble  




